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Five alphas. One omega. The fate of their pack is in their hands. But what about the fate of their

hearts? When Ray presents as an omega instead of an alpha, his life changes forever. As a male

omega, he&apos;s expected to mate with a select group of alphas and start a pack of his own. The

five men selected for him are as different as they are keen. And one of them is his best friend, Josh,

who Ray was sure could never return his feelings. But now they all must deal with the mating

instinct that the power of the Moon brings out in them; and after that... Ray will have bigger

problems than a crush. Can Ray become the submissive omega his pack needs him to be? Will the

alphas understand how hard it is for him, or demand more than he can give? If you like Kari Gregg

and Dessa Lux, you&apos;ll love N.J. Lysk&apos;sÂ "Omega For The Pack". Buy now for group

sex, mating instincts, knotting, biting, breeding, and a healthy dose of angst!"Omega for the Pack" is

the first part of "The Stars of the Pack".
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I really enjoyed it. I think that it is a great addition to the A/B/O sub-genre. It's an eye-opening look



at the life of someone who had their entire life up-ended by their biology. I can't wait to read the next

book to find out what happens next with Ray and his Alphas.

This is one of the better mpreg books I've read. I am still not on board with hormones or instinct

taking away someone's choices. The author did a good job with this story though and I liked all of

the characters. Yes, our guy Ray is moody and fights his fate the whole way but the 5 alpha

personalities made this story great for me. I recommend this story for fans of gay shifter romances.

I liked it very much

A good story but lots of editing mistakes. But still enjoyable. Can't wait to read the next story.

On the one hand, the author has a dark, bitter take on the unwilling victims of an Alpha/Beta/Omega

hierarchy. This may be engaging for readers who appreciate the bitter struggle of an oppressed

individual with a society forcing them into an unwanted (sexual/breeding) role, while even

supposedly friendly characters are clueless and/or unable to significantly mitigate the enforced

servitude or offer any kind of significant emotional comfort.For me, it's another story (like the

author's previous work) about one who has to accept their lot in life and are basically become

extremely bitter. Those who need to support them are relatively helpless as to how really to address

anything beyond a level of coercion, as they are slaves to their own mating drives and utterly

clueless how to really provide any significant comfort to an extraordinarily unhappy person fighting

against the sexual enslavement of being a breeding omega.Recommended for: those who like

protagonists forced into (erotic/breeding) situations with significant mitigation but no truly

understanding and/or helpful sympathy from the surrounding friendsWhen I retrieved this from

KindleUnlimited, I didn't realize this was from the same author of the darkest, non-consensual

mpreg story I've read on a formally published platform (e.g. outside of free erotica). This is another

forced breeding story where the pheromones and hormones rule the day, and everybody feels

crappy about how society and biology forces them into controlling/non-consensual roles, but not

dedicated/wise/strong enough to really address the problem. In the other work by the author, most

critics found the enforced breeder to be too bitter and rather unsympathetic, while I found the

"mates" who were trying to be helpful to be just as locked into and unable to fight their roles in the

system in any effective manner.In either case, it makes for a dark (if "realistic") story in a genre that

is otherwise more romantic or where dubious consent can grow into some kind of happiness in a



logical manner.

Well-written, but the hero omega of the story does tend to feel sorry for himself ... all the time. No

exceptions.It's a good plotline, and each of the five alphas has an individual personality which is a

big plus, and so rarely happens in books where there are multiple main characters.The story lacked

warmth. Understandable, I guess, because of the Omega resenting what he has been thrown into,

but I would have thought there would have been cute little descriptions of playful wolf furball babies

to lessen the angst.Though this story ends on a reasonable note, I can see the follow-up story might

be equally as full of whining.

I'm not really sure about this book at all. At the beginning I thought it was going to be a fun read

(especially with 5 mates) but it turned out to be something aweful. The poor omega was nothing

more than a body to have sex with and he hated every second of it (and I along with him). I kept

reading with the hope that this was going to turn around, but no such luck.It was harsh, and cruel at

parts. We see that the character was deeply depressed and nobody cared. Not even the babies

helped after they came. Read it under your own discretion.

A different take on alpha/omega relationships. Typically in mpreg a/o books, alphas are very

territorial and do not want to share their omegas. Omegas generally adapt to mating and pregnancy

quickly, fall in instalove and life is gravy. NOT in this story. This novel is well written with realistic

feelings and issues. Who wants to be mated to 5 different alphas and spit out 5 different kids each

time he is bred? Not Ray. His life is turned into a nightmare in an instant and he has no options. The

alphas - I really did like them individually and felt that they bent over backwards to make Ray happy.

Another different take on this shifter world is that the alphas seem to be the primary caregivers;

other than feeding the babies he seems to have no interest in or have any interaction with the

babies. That bothers me. I just want to tell Ray to suck it up, buttercup. The story ends not with a

hea, or even a hfn. It ends as this is my life, and with maybe enough hope to turn the situation

around. The book is billed as a "dark romance" and it is very much the case. A very good read, and

I have to say I am sticking around for that hea. I hope it comes true.
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